
Client Focus Worksheet 

Who is your bread and butter client? Let’s describe them as much as possible: 

1. What is the age, location, gender, hobbies and day-in-the-life of your best client?

2. Is this an Owner, Management Company or a General Contractor? If you said GC,

can you offer a service to an Owner directly? What is that service?

3. Do you feel that when another recession comes that you’ll be vulnerable or well-

positioned by focusing more on this client profile? (Circle One)

4. What type of project do you make the most gross margin on? Describe “why”.



5. How do you typically get these leads? If you said referral, how did you generate

the referral, who referred them?

6. What problems do they encounter before hiring you?  List them out.

7. What problems do they desire for you to solve and what emotions do these

problems cause before they decide to hire you?  List them out.

8. Why do/would they value your expertise more than anyone else?



9. What is the average deal/job size of your bread & butter client and what is the

gross profit margin that you make?

10. Do you have an ongoing working relationship with this type of client, or is it a “one

and done”? (Relational or Transactional)

11. If you do have a relationship with them, how can you continue and expand upon

the relationship and increase wallet share?

12. If you don’t have a relationship with them and it feels transactional, how can you

fix this?



13. Where do your best clients spend time and hang out? Where they do get

resourced themselves (continuing education)?  Do you have educational material

for them in which they would perceive you as the subject authority?

14. Do you have a low-ticket, high-margin service that “gets you in the door” and

begins a relationship with your best client? (Example, service repair and

preventative maintenance extends the life of the building and costs less than a

full replacement.)

15. Do you have a dedicated person(s) whose job is to sell this low barrier to entry

service and add more of your ideal accounts? Is this something that you’ve

incorporated in your brand and marketing material yet?



16. Describe the best type of “Centers of Influence” who influence your best clients’

buying decisions. (Examples: Architects, Consultants, Insurance Agents other

Owners, Other Service Providers)

17. Who is your Lex Luthor / Nightmare client that you will begin “saying NO to”?

They take away all your time, pay you the least amount and don’t pay on time.

Describe them in as much detail as possible. List the emotions and financial

consequences of continuing to work with them.



18. Describe your Secondary Offering to your ideal clients that would increase wallet

share? You already have the account, what could you add to your repertoire now

that they trust you and want your expertise?


